The views ano conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors and should not be interprated as necessarily representing the official policies, either expressed or impPed, or the Advanced Research Projects Agency or the U.S. Government. This document has been approved for public release and sale.
Its distribution is unlimited and reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government. The organization of the report will set the style for subsequent reports. The report will be divided into six najor sect'jns. The first will descrije the analysis initiated and completed during the half year. Results of special significance will be highlighted. Methodological problems that have aris-n during the analysis will be discussed in the second section and the computer programs that h_/e been written or revised will be described.
In this jnd the previous sections, technical terms and discussion will be avoided where possible.
The third section of this report will describe the data collection obtained during the period and their disposition in data archives. Current peisonnel on the project, personal commitments made ^nd consultation will be noted In the f ourth section. Project publications, research reports, monographs and preparation completed during the quarter will be listed in the fifth section. The sixth section will delineate changes necessitated in the oudget, status of subcontracts, and total versu« expected expenditures to date. For ease in locating sections, all quarterly reports will be prefaced by a table of contents.
I, ANALYSIS
The goals of the project have been the development jf forecasting techniques to the point where alternative U.S. policies towards specific countries can be unambiguously ordered with respect to their utility in light of certain foreicn policy objectives. As a way of achievina this goal, the project envisions the development of a complex nathematical system for forecasting the effects of U.S. policy in various ns>t;onä.
In doing this, assumptions about the relations between U.S. policies and country and region specific indicators of stability in forpiqn behavior are to be expressed in a mathematical language. Results rrom current ARPA supported basic research efforts would be used to provide a basis for defining and testing the relations between these indicators. Math^natical control theory and dynamic programming. Integrated with the user stated objectives in each country wculd then be apoiied to identify optimal mixes of policies toward each country. The next steps to be taken with regard to the oil sector will be in two main areas. First, the basic simulation module will be rev-sc-* to take account of recent changes in the agreements between producing countries and the Inteinational malors. Those countries will receive revenues from direct sales of crude oil from the stocks the/ arumula'.e as part of their ownership equities. We wish to treat such revenue separately fror income generated y the producing country's tax on o!l poduced.
Second, we will be developing I (.more detail the linkages between oil incorrv end both foreign and domestic political decisions In the producing countries. Eventually, such lir'on*-. will be part of an overlaid "decision-making" -nodule within the simulation. to the oil sector, has generally been characterized by very slow growth, If any at all. As a result, these countries do not presently appear able to meet On their own the ever-Increasing food needs of their populations. The decision-makers in these countries have thus had to divert more and more of their attention to their countries' resources to overcoming this situation. A number of crucial decisions confront these countries than concerning how to best meet these food needs given the limited nature of much of the resources.
It is In the context of these decisions that we hjve constructed our pre'iminary sub-moael of the agricultural sector (Figure 2) . Basically, the sub-nodel identifies the principal considerations which affect the choices of the decision-makers in dealing with this sector. As sucn, the S'.b-model is comprised largely of information flows; these are only three material flows (capital, water, land). A preliminary "decision-stratum" accompanies the sub-model (Figure 3) which when superimposed over the sub-model shows more clearly the relationships between these information flows and the decisions facing these countries.
To this point in th.» development of this sub-model, we have only identi f Ied the essential componrnt. of the sub-model and the direction of the relationships between them. Tie task fpcing us now is to specify the precise nature of these relationships. Additionally we need to further refine the sub-model so as to establish where exogenous inputs would feed into the sub-model .
[A final note: The sub-model has purposely been constructed so as to be general enough to apply equally well to the consideration of any commodity, or to any one of the countries in this study. Put more simply, the submodel is neither country-specific nor comot idy-speci f ic .
It Is designed to be applicable to the general situation facing these countries as they «eek to develop their agricultural sectors.] Thiee different approaches are being taken to develop thes«; orderings. One wM be to examine public stateme'.ts of leaders, categorize the themes of these stctements and derive some quant'tatlve estimate of the relative importance of the themes. The second approach will be to categor'ze the budgetary allotments jf the joveinments in terms of the priorities the/ reflect. The third apprcjch will be to categorize the tenders which governments put out for the supply of various goods and services.
The second goal to be accomplished will be to arrive at some assessment of the options available to the leadership in each nation In the pursuit of its goals. Essentially, this will first require an exercise in deductive powers so that a more or l.°ss complete specification of the logically possible options can be derived. Then, through a survey of background material those options which are closed for any reason cen be eliminated.
Finally, given a set of preference orderings and a set of options available to them, an attempt will be r .ade to guess the probable future behavior of these five states in terms of their allocation of scarce resources in pursuit of goals. In determining how our military assistance should be allocated we also should take into consideration treaty relationships, our nllitary posture abroad, U.S. economic interest, and the ex ent to which our assistance can provide the foundation for political stability tm4 economic progress in the recipient countries. Thus In responding to your request for rank-ord'.r i-ig o f importance, you will appreciate that our pr : 
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